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Company: NTT DATA

Location: Brussels

Category: computer-and-mathematical

About us

NTT DATA – a part of NTT Group - is a Top 10 global IT services provider, headquartered

in Tokyo, with over 190,000 employees.

We deliver consulting solutions by combining specialized sectorial knowledge, our

transformation management skills, and our large technology expertise (data, RPA, AI, low

code, cloud, IoT, virtual reality), to keep our clients, as well as society, a step ahead in this

digitally dynamic world.

Everything we do is underpinned by our core values of 'Teamwork', 'Foresight' and 'Clients

First'. Our shared leadership principles of Collaboration, Engagement and Curiosity help us

build a community where our people are equipped with the best resources to face new

challenges.

We are looking for a Data Analytics Manager to join our Data&Analytics team in Brussels to

bring DNA to the next level, focusing on business development, working closely with our local

and near-shore team, and offering disruptive services in the Data&Analytics field.

Your role:

 Engage with our customers to conceptualize their needs in a business solution, generating

proposals consistent with their needs and aligned with our expertise area, optimizing the

allocated resources, taking advantage of all our productive models combining on-shore,

near-shore, Excellence Centers and more.

Ensure the correct execution of the consolidation and growth strategy of the Data Analytics

practice in Benelux&France, engaging with our partners, being active on notoriety actions and
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sharing all our innovation. Lead the development and evolution of the Data and Analytics

practice, with special focus on AI, towards efficient performance, teamwork and guiding the

people of the team in the integral development of competencies for their current position and

growth.

Ensure, with proactive participation, the execution of contracts and projects, guaranteeing

quality in delivery, profitable operations and in accordance with the parameters committed

towards the client and internally.

Management of a team of around 15-20 people.

Economic management of the business line and its projects.

Management of multidisciplinary relationships with NTT Data Group, with business and other

operational areas.

. Requeriments:

Your profile:

Consolidated experience in IT Consulting over 10 years, having held management or

management positions in a consulting company or end client.

Experience in business development and project management in the field of Cloud Data,

specifically with the main Hyperscalers (AWS, Microsoft or Google) and with AI technologies

such as ML/DL, NLP and LLM.

Development and management of teams and their career plans.

Dialogue with C levels or area directors of data or architecture.

Fluent in English and Dutch or French

Sound interesting? Apply now or share it with a friend 

Apply Now
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